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List of sessions in alphabetical order

A Multi-institutional Collaboration to Meet Healthcare Industry Workforce Needs
A School Without Walls: The Architecture of Data Science
A Unique, Integrated Approach to Strategy Execution
Addressing the Demographic Cliff: Community College Perspectives
All Things Considered: Collaborative Approaches to Academic Program Proposals
Best Practices for Campuswide Mobility Planning
Building a New Medical School With Integrated Project Delivery
By Students, For Students: The Michigan State University Multicultural Center
Campus Master Planning as a Catalyst for Broader Economic Development
Centering Inclusive Student Success: An Integrated Planning Strategy
Challenges to Integrated Approaches for Institutional Effectiveness
Charting the Future of Education: Expedited, Experiential Strategic Planning
Collaboration in Strategic Resource Alignment
Complexity and Contradiction: Integrating Decarbonization Planning and Actions
Designing Between the Books for Belonging and Mattering in University Libraries
Diversify the STEM Experience Through Integrated Planning
Elevate Your Strategic Alignment Process Through Templates and Workshops
Engaging Faculty in Classroom Planning and Design
Exploring History of Place Through Inclusive Planning and Programming
Fearlessly Forward: Charting a Path from Suburban Flagship to Innovation Center
Finding Innovation in the 'Space Between'
Finding the Beauty in Right-sizing the KU Campus
Harnessing the Disruptive Power of Collaborative Intelligence
HBCUs and the Fourth Wave: Opportunities and Lessons Learned
How to Design Neuro-inclusive Learning Environments
Improving Campus Character and Performance Through Renovation and Adaptive Reuse
Inside Out: Understanding Space and Building Consensus in a Dynamic Environment
Institutional Transformation in Turbulent Times
Integrated Campus Master Planning for Unprecedented Capital Improvements
Integrated Master Planning for Campus Sports and Recreation
Integrated Planning for an Innovative and Efficient Design Process
Integrated Programming and Human-Centric Design for Student Neurodiversity
It's Alive! Georgia Tech's Bold, Comprehensive Campus Plan
Keep Focus: Improve Outcomes and Engagement With a Communications Calendar
Lessons Learned From a Successful Strategic Plan Implementation Process
Leveraging Performing Arts Programs to Enhance the Urban Condition
Leveraging Progressive Design-Build Delivery for Capital Projects
Leveraging Your Resources to Build a Comprehensive, Data-driven Strategic Plan
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Live and Dine: Empowering Students With a Nexus of Resources
Master Planning for Campus Water Resilience
Measuring Campus Initiative Outcomes of Diversity and High-performance Teams
Navigating Academic Success: Dashboards for Data-informed Decision Making
One Size Doesn’t Fit All: Planning for Neurodiverse Campus Communities
Open-Concept Faculty Neighborhoods for More Collaboration and Communication
Planning, Designing, and Delivering a Fully-electric Dormitory in Toronto
Pursuing Carbon Neutrality Through Campus Master Planning
Reconnect, Reuse, Revitalize, Recruit: Addressing Aging Campus Facilities
Reimagining OSU’s Campus Gateway District Through P3 Integrated Planning
Relationship Building: Strategies for Inclusive, Student-Centered Design
Renew, Revise, or Reject: Strategic Planning Around Presidential Turnover
Research Space Utilization Metrics: Putting Them to Work for You
Resetting the Clock: Duke’s Facility Renewal and Program Enhancement Plan
Strategic Restructuring: Creating an Office of Strategy, Planning, and Analysis
Streamlining Spaces for Effective Campus Consolidation
The Architecture of Belonging: Informing Planning Through Social Research
The Bison Blueprint: Building An Integrated Planning Culture At Gallaudet
The Final Frontier: Measuring Space Utilization and Implementing Bold Changes
The Future of Higher Education: What is the Value Proposition of Universities?
The Future of Remote and Hybrid Work Environments on Campus
The Strategic Doing Methodology at Northern Michigan University
Transforming Streets into Bustling Places for Campus Life
Using Foresight Tools for Strategic Planning
Using Occupant Evaluation Data to Inform Higher Education Design
Visioning for Campus Planning to Enhance the Student Experience
What’s In It For Me? The Benefits of Data Asset Management
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